We introduce a new concept that utilizes cognate nucleic acid nanoparticles which are fully complementary and functionally-interdependent to each other. In the described approach, the physical interaction between sets of designed nanoparticles initiates a rapid isothermal shape change which triggers the activation of multiple functionalities and biological pathways including transcription, energy transfer, functional aptamers and RNA interference. The individual nanoparticles are not active and have controllable kinetics of re-association and fine-tunable chemical and thermodynamic stabilities. Computational algorithms were developed to accurately predict melting temperatures of nanoparticles of various compositions and trace the process of their re-association in silico. Additionally, tunable immunostimulatory properties of described nanoparticles suggest that the particles that do not induce pro-inflammatory cytokines and high levels of interferons can be used as scaffolds to carry therapeutic oligonucleotides, while particles with strong interferon and mild proinflammatory cytokine induction may qualify as vaccine adjuvants. The presented concept provides a simple, cost-effective and straightforward model for the development of combinatorial regulation of biological processes in nucleic acid nanotechnology.
INTRODUCTION
Nucleic acids (RNA and DNA) have been acknowledged as an important building material for nanotechnology due to their biocompatibility and programmability (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) . The option of both canonical and non-canonical base pairings tremendously expands the diverse set of RNA structural motifs available as building blocks. Programmable multitasking as well as the ability to dynamically respond to the environment make nucleic acids an attractive material for tailor-made applications in both biotechnology and personalized therapy.
In one decade, a wide array of artificially designed dynamic DNA assemblies have been shown to respond to a broader spectrum of physicochemical stimuli or ligands. Rationally designed DNA nanomachines can carry out a rotary motion by switching from B-to Z-DNA at high ionic strength (14) , sense the pH (15, 16) and respond to changes from visible to UV light (17) . DNA 'walkers' are capable of directional movement based on strand displacement (18, 19) , enzymatic activity (20, 21) or in accordance with the prescriptive DNA origami landscapes (22) . DNA boxes with a programmable lid (23) and DNA 'nanorobots' (24) can be used for delivery and release of different cargos. Recently, a DNA cube that selectively forms a flat 2D structure after hybridization to a specific fusion gene that is characteristic for a prostate cancer cell line was engineered. While authors have demonstrated that the cubes are taken up by a number of cell lines, the dynamic response has only been shown in vitro (25) . Although numerous creative innovations of dynamic DNA nanoassemblies have been described, the majority are only functional in vitro and their immediate practical applications in living systems remain unclear.
In addition to being carriers of genetic information, RNAs are now recognized to function as natural scaffolds, enzymes, switches, aptamers and regulators of gene expression and editing. The emerging field of RNA nanotechnology applies the current knowledge related to the structure and function of natural and artificial RNAs to further address specific biomedical challenges by engineering nanodevices that can interact with cellular machinery (2, 26) . Building dynamic RNA nanoparticles that can communicate with one another will further improve the operation of functional systems. In fact, metabolite and cofactor responsive riboswitches and ribozymes as well as temperaturesensing RNA thermometers are some examples of dynamic RNAs autogenic in nature (27) (28) (29) (30) . Recently, we reported two approaches of dynamic RNA (31) and RNA-DNA hybrid (32) nanostructures that conditionally activate gene silencing in diseased cells in vitro and in vivo. The first approach is based on computer-generated two-stranded RNA switches that are activated only in the presence of specific mRNAs through interaction with a single-stranded (ss) RNA toehold of the switch (31) . The second approach is based on RNA-DNA hybrids with split-functionalities activated only when two complementary copies are introduced into the same cell. Strand exchange, with subsequent intracellular activation of functionalities, is promoted by the interaction of complementary ssDNA (32) or ssRNA (33) toeholds. This concept was further used by other research groups for various applications (34, 35) . The simultaneous delivery and release of multiple functionalities was achieved by including them all into the longer hybrids (36) . Alternatively, RNA and/or DNA nanoscaffolds can be decorated with multiple hybrids and activated by adding individual cognate DNA/RNA hybrids (37, 38) . This approach, however, requires the simultaneous presence of the nanoparticle and six individual cognate hybrids in the same cell to activate six functionalities. While efficient, previously described nanodevices typically demand intensive computer-assisted design and the use of specifically programmed toeholds.
Here, we set out to design a series of interdependent complementary nucleic acid nanoparticles that take advantage of dynamic interaction and shape-switching to activate multiple functionalities. As opposed to previously described work, this new approach does not require any toeholds to initiate the interactions and their design principles are simplified. Additionally, only two particles are required to simultaneously activate multiple functionalities. The novel interrelated nanoparticles are designed by simply taking the reverse complements of the existing RNA scaffolds and assembling them into the 'anti-scaffolds,' as schematically explained in Supplementary Figure S1 . As a proof of concept, nucleic acid cubes (1) and their reverse complements, anticubes, are extensively characterized in this work ( Figure  1A ). The interaction of cubes with anti-cubes at physiological conditions leads to conformational changes and to the swift formation of multiple duplexes or fibers that can further activate transcription, Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET), aptamers, and specific gene silencing. We show that the immunostimulatory activity, thermodynamic stability, resistance to nuclease degradation, re-association rate and cost of production for complementary nanoparticles vary tremendously depending on their composition (e.g. DNA versus RNA). In addition, RNA hexameric rings (39) and recently engineered RNA and DNA triangle (40) scaffolds and their corresponding anti-scaffolds are explored.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
All methods are detailed in Supplementary Data.
Nanoparticle assembly and purification
All nanoparticles were assembled by combining individual monomer components in equimolar concentrations following different assembly protocols. For purification and electrophoretic mobility shift assays, 8% non-denaturing native-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE) (37.5:1) was used. All gels were visualized with a Bio-Rad ChemiDoc MP System.
UV-melting experiments
Temperature-dependent absorption measurements were recorded at 260 nm on an Agilent 8453 spectrophotometer coupled with the Agilent 89090 Peltier Temperature Controller.
Kinetics of re-association determination
To determine the kinetics, different compositions of cubes and Cy5-tagged anti-cubes were mixed together and aliquoted at set time points to assess the extent of reassociation.
Primary human peripheral blood mononuclear cell and whole blood culture for analysis of interferon and cytokine secretion
The experiments were performed according to the standardized protocol NCL-ITA-10 (http://ncl.cancer.gov/ NCL Method ITA-10.pdf).
Nuclease digestion assays
Different Alexa 488-labeled nanocubes (1 M final) were incubated with RNAse, DNase and human blood serum at 37
• C. The reaction was stopped by snap cooling samples on dry ice prior to loading on native-PAGE and further analysis.
Computational predictions and 3D modeling
Computational predictions of melting temperatures (T m s) were performed for the different combinations of RNA and DNA strands using new HyperFold. The RNA, RNA/DNA and DNA cube models were built using PyMol. The triangle models were built with the aid of NanoTiler (https://binkley2.ncifcrf.gov/users/bshapiro/ software.html). 
Fluorescence studies

Activation of FRET.
To determine the re-association of nanoparticles in vitro, FRET measurements were performed using a FluoroMax3 (Jobin-Yvon, Horiba).
Activation of Broc-Coli aptamers.
All assemblies and re-associations were confirmed on native-PAGE stained
Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) imaging and sample preparation
AFM imaging was performed on MultiMode AFM Nanoscope IV system (Bruker Instruments, Santa Barbara, CA, USA) in tapping mode. The images were recorded with a 1.5 Hz scanning rate using a TESPA-300 probe from Bruker with a resonance frequency of 320 kHz and a spring constant of about 40 N/m. Images were processed using the FemtoScan Online software package (Advanced Technologies Center, Moscow, Russia) (41, 42) .
Transfection of human cell lines
For cell culture experiments with nanoparticles, human breast cancer (MDA-MB-231 with or without GFP), prostate cancer (PC-3) and cervical cancer (HeLa) cell lines were used. Lipofectamine 2000 was used for all transfections.
Fluorescent microscopy
To assess the intracellular interaction and shape of nanoparticles, FRET measurements were performed using a LSM 710 confocal microscope (Carl Zeiss) with a 63×, 1.4 NA magnification lens.
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Flow Cytometry
BD Accuri C6 or FACSCalibur flow cytometer was used for all experiments. CellQuest or the CFlow Sampler software were used to retrieve the geometric mean fluorescence intensity (gMFI) and the standard error of the mean.
Cell proliferation assay
The viability of cells was assessed through the CellTiter 96 ® Aqueous One assay (Promega, Madison) following manufacturer's protocol.
Statistics
Statistical significance was determined using a Student's two-tailed t-test conducted with the GraphPad Prism Software. A p-value of less than 0.05 was considered to be statistically significant.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Complementary nanoparticles have controlled rates of reassociation and fine-tunable thermodynamic, chemical and immunological properties
An important feature of rationally designed cubes is their ability to efficiently assemble with different ratios of RNA and DNA strands entering their composition ( Figure 1B ). This design flexibility together with the difference in physicochemical properties between RNA and DNA allows for fine-tuning of the thermodynamic, kinetic, and chemical properties of the interacting nanoparticles ( Figure 1D-F) . To prove this concept, seven cubes with different ratios of RNA and DNA strands in their compositions were examined. It is worth mentioning that the costs of tested nanoparticles increase by approximately a factor of two with the introduction of each RNA strand into the assembly. The assemblies of all cubes were confirmed by non-denaturing polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (native-PAGE) and visualized by AFM ( Figure 1C ). The resolution of AFM does not allow for analysis of structural details of our assemblies, but all the cube nanoparticles appear to be uniform in size and shape and monodisperse. As expected, the relative thermodynamic stability of nanoparticles increased with the higher number of RNA strands introduced into assembly, with the T m s ranging from ∼36
• C for DNA cubes to ∼60
• C for RNA cubes. Computational predictions using the new version of Hyperfold (31) accurately confirmed the experimental results ( Figure 1D and Supplementary Figures S2 and 3) .
Upon re-association of two complementary nanoparticles, the formation of duplexes consisting of cube and anticube strands was observed ( Figure 1E ). The re-association of the equimolar concentrations of the cognate cubes after 30 min of incubation was demonstrated via native-PAGE. The intact cubes had lower mobility compared to corresponding duplexes. The re-association of cognate cubes was thermodynamically driven and did not require any toehold interactions (Supplementary Data, Thermodynamics of re-associating cubes). As described in the 'Materials and Methods' section, secondary structures for different cubes and the products of their re-associations can now be automatically predicted and generated using HyperFold (Supplementary Figure S5 ). The kinetics experiments ( Figure 1E and Supplementary Figure S4 ) demonstrated the capability to directly alter the rates of re-association by changes in the nucleic acid makeup. The higher number of RNA strands in cube composition delayed the re-association. As expected, the re-association of RNA cubes and RNA anti-cubes was the most retarded (t 1/2 ∼16 min, Supplementary Figure S4) . This notion was supported by the measured T m s. The relative chemical stability and the resistance to nuclease degradation can also be tuned by changing the composition of cube ( Figure 1F) .
Although synthetic RNA and DNA nanoparticles are biodegradable and commonly considered highly biocompatible, various therapeutic RNA and DNA motifs have been found to trigger the human innate immune system, leading to the induction of pro-inflammatory cytokines and type I interferons, thus complicating the translation of these novel therapeutics from bench to clinic (43) . Consequences of such immune reaction may be severe and lead to the patient's death. For example, the Phase I clinical trial of MRX34, a nanoparticle formulated miRNA, was halted in September 2016 due to the severe cytokine storm reaction in five patients participating in the study (http://investor. mirnarx.com/releasedetail.cfm?ReleaseID=990204). To estimate immunological compatibility of DNA and RNA cubes with varying ratios of RNA to DNA strands, we assessed the immune response to these particles. This was done in primary human peripheral blood mononuclear cell cultures by measuring the activation and secretion of type I interferon (IFN␣) as well as various pro-inflammatory cytokines and chemokines including IL-1␤, TNF␣, IL-8 and MIP-1␣ ( Figure 1G ). IFN␣, IL-1␤ and TNF␣ are common biomarkers used to estimate the pro-inflammatory potential of nucleic acids during both normal immune responses to viral pathogens and during autoimmune responses to host nucleic acids (44, 45) . The same markers were used in (pre)clinical studies to estimate the safety of RNA therapeutics (46) . We expanded this commonly used test panel by adding pro-inflammatory chemokines IL-8 and MIP-1␣ (47) . To deliver nanoparticles to cells, we used Lipofectamine 2000. Such complexation was used for consistency with other cellular experiments presented in this study, and because expression of the immune receptors sensing nucleic acids predominantly present in the intracellular compartments (e.g. endosomes, cytosol). Although all tested constructs induced the expression of IFN␣, IL-8 and MIP-1␣, cubes containing six RNA strands were more potent immune stimulants compared to other tested particles. The level of type I interferon induced by RNA cubes was comparable to positive control, a synthetic CpG oligonucleotide (ODN 2216) used as a potent vaccine adjuvant. Therefore, if interferon induction was used as a marker of immunogenicity, RNA cubes could be qualified as promising adjuvants. A similar trend was observed in the cases of proinflammatory cytokines IL-1␤ and TNF␣, which were induced only by cubes containing five or six RNA strands. The response, however, was much lower compared to the positive control, a bacterial lipopolysaccharide. High levels of these cytokines are responsible for septic shock syn-drome, while their low level is typically induced by vaccine adjuvants. The levels observed with RNA cubes were insignificant in terms of the cytokine storm or septic shock, but were at levels which may contribute to immunogenicity, thus additionally qualifying RNA cubes for a potential vaccine adjuvant application. The levels of chemokines IL-8 and MIP-1␣ were raised proportionally with an increasing number of RNA strands, except for the 2DNA/4RNA cube, which was as potent as cubes containing a higher number of RNA strands. This data suggested greater immunostimulatory potential of RNA cubes and is consistent with our earlier report (37) . This finding also demonstrated that the reduction in number of RNA strands is a viable strategy for reducing any undesirable immunostimulation of these nanoparticles if they are used for systemic delivery. It further suggested that by simply optimizing the ratio between RNA and DNA strands, resulting assemblies that did not induce pro-inflammatory cytokines (e.g. DNA cubes) could be used for drug delivery while RNA cubes with optimal immunomodulatory properties could be used for vaccines and immunotherapy. The precise mechanism of the immune recognition of the particles reported here is a subject for a separate mechanistic study.
Re-association of complementary DNA nanoparticles triggers co-transcriptional formation of RNA nanoparticles
The ability to activate the simultaneous transcription of multiple RNAs and further co-transcriptional assembly of RNA nanostructures is an important step towards the intracellular production of RNA nanoparticles. The endogenous production of functional RNA nanoparticles in mammalian cells will substantially increase their yields while eliminating the complexity of assembly protocols and reducing possible endotoxin contamination. In the attempt to control the transcription with complementary nanoparticles, all six DNA strands of cube and anti-cube were modified with split 20 bps T7 RNA polymerase promoters ( Figure 2A and Supplementary Figure S6 ). T7 RNA polymerase is a single-subunit enzyme that can be expressed in mammalian cells (48) and does not require any additional factors for accurate transcription. In the current design, the presence of both complementary DNA cubes in a transcription mixture was required to undergo shapeswitching and formation of dsDNA templates with active T7 RNA polymerase promoters whose further transcription leads to the assembly of RNA cubes. Short reporter DNAs were used to provide an optical response upon reassociation ( Figure 2B ). The co-transcriptionally assembled RNA cubes can be gel purified ( Figure 2C ) and visualized by AFM ( Figure 2D ). Even though the co-transcriptional assembly of RNA cubes was efficiently triggered by the reassociation of two parent DNA cubes, the run-off transcription of multiple individual DNA templates may not be ideal for co-transcriptional assembly of RNA nanoparticles in the intracellular environment due to potential degradation or compartmentalization of some DNAs, causing stoichiometry problems with transcribed RNA units. To overcome this possible problem, the DNA anti-cube decorated with six complete T7 promoters ( Figure 2E ) can be used. We then have an assembly of individually potent ssDNA templates (Supplementary Figure S7) required for the cotranscriptional production of RNA cubes ( Figure 2F ). The advantage of this approach is the precise control over the stoichiometry of the DNA templates and their local availability for transcription. These results paved the way for further development of the intracellular co-transcriptional production of RNA nanoparticles.
Re-association of complementary DNA nanoparticles triggers activation of embedded split RNA aptamers
Broccoli is a synthetic RNA aptamer which binds to the fluorophore DFHBI-1T to mimic the fluorescent spectrum of green fluorescent protein (GFP) (49) . We hypothesized that the splitting of the Broccoli aptamer sequence into two separate non-functional strands (named Broc and Coli) can be used for monitoring the cube and anti-cube interaction and shape-switching that leads to Broc and Coli re-assembly into an active fluorescent aptamer ( Figure 3A) . Furthermore, this approach demonstrates the general strategy for conditional re-activation of disconnected functional ssRNAs with complex secondary structure. As predicted, the interaction of Broc-cubes with Coli-anti-cubes leads to the formation of fiber-like structures ( Figure 3B and C) containing re-assembled Broc-Coli aptamers, thus providing an alternative optical response of interdependent nanocube interactions. The response was confirmed by native-PAGE ( Figure 3B and Supplementary Figure S8 ) and fluorescent measurements ( Figure 3D ). Flow cytometry analysis of human cervical cancer cells co-transfected with complementary nanoparticles bearing the split aptamer strands revealed some Broc-Coli re-association into the functional structure, however the difference was not statistically significant compared to just cells treated with the dye (data not shown).
Re-association of complementary nanoparticles triggers activation of energy transfer and RNA interference in cells
RNAi is a naturally occurring post-transcriptional gene regulation process which represses the expression of specific genes (50) . Therefore, exploiting endogenous RNAi mechanisms by externally delivered RNAi inducers is a promising tool in biotechnology and therapy. To have additional control over the initiation of targeted gene silencing is an important step forward leading towards the construction of intracellular logic gates and smart nanoparticles. We decorated two sets of cognate DNA cubes and anti-cubes with split Dicer Substrate (DS) RNAs against either (i) BCL2 and PLK1 (51), well-validated molecular targets whose down-regulation induces apoptosis (52, 53) or (ii) GFP (54) . The re-association of the cube and anti-cube nanoparticles led to the formation of DS RNAs that could be further activated through dicing by releasing the functional siRNAs ( Figure 4A ). Additionally, split DS RNAs can be fluorescently labeled with dyes (e.g. Alexa 488 and Alexa 546) chosen to undergo FRET. Thus, the shapeswitching of labeled nanoparticles was not only directly visualized by native-PAGE ( Figure 4B ), but also assessed in real time using FRET ( Figure 4C ). With the same approach, the intracellular re-association of cubes and anticubes in human prostate, breast and cervical cancer cells Prior to transfection, formation of the nanocubes was verified by total EtBr staining of native-PAGE. Three days after the transfection of cells, GFP expression was analyzed with fluorescent microscopy (F) and flow cytometry (G). As the control, pre-formed DS RNAs (at 2 nM final) against PLK1, BCL2 and GFP were used for HeLa and MDA-MB-231 cells respectively. At concentrations higher than 10 nM, some gene silencing was observed for cubes carrying antisense DS RNAs (data not shown). Note that the individual cubes and anti-cubes cause no decrease in GFP production. gMFI corresponds to the geometric mean fluorescence intensity. Error bars denote SEM.
was traced by FRET ( Figure 4D and Supplementary Figure S9 ). For activation of RNA interference, human cervical cancer cells were treated with nanoparticles releasing BCL2 and PLK1 DS RNAs ( Figure 4E and Supplementary Figure S10A ). The cell viability was significantly decreased when both cubes were introduced, while individual cubes did not show much effect. To show the generality of the RNAi induction approach, GFP-expressing breast cancer cells were treated with complementary cubes releasing DS RNAs targeting GFP. The extent of GFP silencing was assessed with fluorescent microscopy and quantified by flow cytometry (Figure 4F and G) . The results showed an efficient knock-down of GFP production upon the intracellular re-association of cubes and anti-cubes functionalized with six split DS RNAs. By comparison, transfection of cells with individual cubes or anti-cubes did not result in GFP silencing. Re-association occurs intracellularly, as suggested by FRET showing that individual cubes and anticubes associated with transfection agent do not re-associate in solution (Supplementary Figure S9B) . Efficient GFP silencing was observed at picomolar concentrations of complementary cubes (Supplementary Figure S10B) .
Other examples of complementary nanoparticles
With the same design principles, several additional complementary nanoparticles were created by using previously characterized RNA triangles (40) and RNA rings (39) and their reverse complements ( Figure 5 ). We expected that coincubation of the cognate pairs will lead to the similar collapse of each structure and recombination of smaller subunits as seen in the cube and anti-cube pairs. However, while native-PAGE results showed that the incubation of triangles with anti-triangles led to the shape-switching (Figure 5A ), the rings and anti-rings did not interact ( Figure 5B ). The explanation was offered by comparing ring designing principles with the cube and triangle structures. RNA nanorings did not have exposed single bases like cubes and triangles have in their corners; rather, the rings were formed through interstrand RNA-RNA 'kissing loops' (KL). Therefore, due to the absence of exposed bases, the reverse complement strands were unable to elicit shape-switching, and each ring remains intact as is visualized using native-PAGE stained with ethidium bromide ( Figure 5B ). The use of RNA tertiary interacting motifs (KL) also prevented rings from forming RNA/DNA or DNA/DNA structures (Supplementary Figure S11 ), as opposed to cubes and triangles. The use of complementary rings provided a simple way of expanding the library of the novel programmable nanoscaffolds based on the existing nanodesigns, thus eliminating any laborious computational design and experimental verification. Although the intact rings would not interact, their individual subunits were complementary and formed both hexameric and octameric rings as well as elongated fiberlike structures as verified by native-PAGE and AFM (Figure 5C and Supplementary Figure S12A) . The fabrication of these structures was accomplished using both the established ring and cube assembly protocol, which differ only in the incubation profile. Depending on the kissing loop sequence, the formation of either fibers (e.g. A and anti-A) or rings (e.g. F and anti-F) can be promoted (Supplementary Figure S12A ). The formation of functional fibers and rings was achieved by functionalizing one of the monomers (Supplementary Figure S12B) .
CONCLUSION
Diverse examples of mutual relations between interdependent entities exist in nature both at the levels of ecosystems and individual molecular interactions. Herein, we present a new concept of dynamic interdependent nucleic acid nanoparticles. Our approach relies on the physical interaction of two complementary nanoparticles with controllable thermodynamic and chemical properties. Our findings also suggest that by simply optimizing the ratio between RNA and DNA strands entering the composition of assemblies, one can create nanoparticles with optimal immunomodulatory properties when activation of the immune system is desirable (e.g. vaccines and immunotherapy). However, other types of RNA nanoparticles may expose different immunomodulatory properties (55) . After interaction of the cognate nanoparticles both in vitro and in human cells, as demonstrated in three different cell lines, constructs undergo isothermal shape-switching resulting in activation of one or more functionalities including RNAi, optical response, transcription and split aptamer re-assembly. Importantly, only two nanoparticles are required to simultaneously activate multiple functionalities and no ssRNA or ssDNA toeholds are needed to initiate the interaction. Moreover, in the case of co-transcriptional assemblies, only one specifically designed DNA nanoparticle is needed to efficiently produce an RNA counterpart. Overall, the presented strategy allows for the use of simple, multifunctional and conditionally activated nanoparticles and provides a promising future for their use in nanobioscience.
